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Purpose and Objectives
This manual aims to teach partners the fundamentals of reselling FootfallCam 3D+TM. It will introduce the partner to key
tactics into bringing in leads, converting the leads into sales, and how to retain the satisfaction level of their customers.
This will enable the partner to understand the selling procedure of FootfallCam, while providing necessary information
and training tools so partners may give their customers high quality service every time, both before the sale, and after
the sale.

Mission:
The aim of all partners should be clear and concise. All partners should share the common goal of being the number
one people counter provider within their localised region. All partners should standout and should satisfy the
concern of their expertise in one product offering.

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

Throughout the training manual, the partner will be able to learn the essentials of reselling people counters within their
localised region through the winning template provided by FootfallCam. The partner will be able to work alongside
FootfallCam in penetrating the target market through a variety of marketing, sales, and technical training provided by
FootfallCam.
After this training manual and the training sessions hosted by FootfallCam, the partner will be authorised to participate in the
certification test to be an Authorised Reseller. Once the partner passes the certification tests and has become an authorised reseller, the
partner will be able to receive the following benefits:







Receive a lowered volume pricing on accumulative purchases
Granted regional exclusive rights for the reselling of FootfallCam
Listed as an official reseller on the website of FootfallCam
Periodically receive sales lead passed by FootfallCam
Lead protection that ensures no other resellers of FootfallCam will participate in the bidding for the same deal
Access to technical and sales training webinar hosted by FootfallCam representatives
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Progress Checklist
FootfallCam offers an advanced enterprise training module to guide partners into being a well-established authorised
reseller within their own region. When the partner has successfully completed all training and bars set by FootfallCam, the
partner will be officially certified as an authorised reseller of FootfallCam and be provided with the business model
template of FootfallCam to replicate in their own region.

Module A: Marketing Opportunities
Sequence Milestone
A.1

Building a Website

A.2

Search Engine
Optimisations

A.3

Google AdWords

A.4

Translation of
Materials

Description
Partners will learn about the importance of
content management on their websites and how
to provide relevant content that will educate
customers and entice customers to reach out.
Partners will learn about the optimisation of key
words for web pages and the kind of meta
descriptions that will ensure high ranking.
Partners will learn about the budgeting tips and
tricks for Google AdWords, what type of key
words to use to drive more advertisements
impression, and negative keywords to avoid.
Partners will translate all relevant marketing
materials and supporting documents to their
local language to provide localised support.

Outcome
Partner will have an established website
that displays their knowledge and
expertise.
Website of the partner will be displayed
on the first page of Google Search
organically.
Website of the partner will have front
paged ranking with an optimised monthly
budget for the impression of the
advertisements.
Partner’s website and marketing
materials will be fully translated in their
local language.

Module B: Pre-Sales Training
Sequence Milestone
B.1

Prospect List
Building

B.2

Outbound E-Mails

B.3

Presentation
Training

B.4

Performance
Evaluations

Description
Partners will compile a list of targeted industries
and companies to market and advertise
FootfallCam to. Partners will learn the essentials
of communicating with decision makers.
Partners will learn of the tools to use when
creating outbound emails to their targeted
prospects and the methods of crafting an e-mail
that will elicit a response.
Partners will learn of the functionalities and key
features of the FootfallCam 3D+TM. Partners will
be guided on all the additional features and
hardware that are sold by FootfallCam to ensure
the partner will be able to effectively market the
unique features of FootfallCam.
Partners will learn of key evaluation method to
determine how well their sales, project delivery
rate, lead responses, and inbound e-mail
handling and key performance.

Outcome
Partners will have a list of prospective
leads to cold call and send outbound
emails to.

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

Partners will craft an e-mail catered to
different industry to market FootfallCam
to.

Partners will have full knowledge of the
product and can assist customers with
most enquiries.

Partners will be able to monitor the
effectiveness of their marketing tactic and
improve based on performance.

Module C: After-Sales Training
Sequence Milestone
C.1

Installation Training

C.2

IT Integration
Training

C.3

Accuracy Audit
Training

C.4

Maintenance

F100324-09

Description
Partners will receive training on the standard
procedure of installing FootfallCam counters,
inclusive of camera positioning, IT
configurations, and basic calibrations.
Partners will learn of the steps to integrate the
FootfallCam Analytic Manager with the ePoS
systems being used in the stores of their
customers and how to integrate any BI.
Partners will learn of the tools required in order to
calibrate their FootfallCam counter to be able to
generate at the most optimal accuracy.
Partners will learn of the methods to ensure that
the FootfallCam will have a minimal downtime
with training on the diagnostics of FootfallCam if
an error should occur with the counter.

C2 Confidential Information

Outcome
Partners will be able to install FootfallCam
devices for their clients.
Partners will be able to integrate the data
of their customers to and from the
FootfallCam Analytic Manager.
Partners will be able to configure and
calibrate the FootfallCam until it achieves
its most optimal accuracy.
Partners will be able to perform basic
LED light diagnosis and support service
to their customers.
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Module A: Marketing Training
The partner will be able to achieve the following at the end of this chapter:





Establish their own website with informative and educational content
Optimise the keywords of the website for organic first page ranking
Optimise the allocated monthly budget for bidding on relevant keywords with Google AdWords
Have their own repertoire of marketing materials fully translated in their local language

Milestone A.1: Building a Website
Websites are the first stage to initiating contact with potential clients. With the increasing availability of information available throughout
the internet, consumers are more likely to visit a website before making an enquiry and before buying from businesses online. However,
just building a reseller website is insufficient, as the business will be required to provide educational and informative content in order to
display their expertise on the subject matter.

Aim: To build a website with informative content that will keep customers engage and generate leads

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

Step 1 Registering a domain

The very first step is to decide the name to be given to the website. Partners are recommended to create a localised domain to
showcase their local presence to their potential customers. The website domain should meet the following requirements in order to be
deemed successful:
 Domain should include the country code
 Domain should indicate people counter
Note:
Localised web domain name will be rank higher in search engines for the partner’s localised region.
The table below highlights samples of recommended and unrecommended website domains.

Characteristics of good domain names
Characteristics
Keeping the name short
Using keywords
Target your area

Description
If the domain name is long and complex, the partner runs the risk of customers mistyping
or misspelling out the name.
Keywords that describe the name of the business and services offered should be used.
This will result in improved search ranking for search engines which leads to higher traffic.
The business should establish a local presence in the market and inform the customers
that there is localised support in the area

Note:
The characteristics of domain name are to serve as a guidance and not a strict enforcement. The recommended
domain name is subject to change as per the cultural values of the region.
PeoplecounterBrick
stream3dv
ideopeoplecounterisy
speoplecounterv
countpeoplecounter
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Step 2 Building the website
Once the domain has been secured, the partner will need to design their website with the sole purpose to educate and inform
customers. A website designed to educate the customers will turn the customer into an informed buyer while at the same time, build
trust into the product brand and enhance the brand name. Website is the face value for all businesses, consumers are reluctant to
invest resources on a product with a lightweight website that does not showcase knowledge or expertise.
Good reseller websites will include the following information:
 What is People Counter?
 How does people counter work?
 Why should businesses use people counter?
 Who are the main users of people counters?
The table below highlights good and bad practices of building a reseller website that is successful in attracting customers.

Practices of building a website
Good practices

Bad practices

Showcase your experience
Regularly update the materials and documentations
Local context (phone number, local address, e-mail address)
Educational content about the product
Clear explanation on benefits of the product

Lack of case studies, testimonials, news, customers
Outdated video links and irrelevant content
Minimal method to contact reseller
Lack of introduction to the product
Excessively using jargons unknown to new customers

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

In order to achieve the above goals of building a successful reseller website, the partner is recommended to include any or all following
documentations provided by FootfallCam.
 Case studies: To showcase past experiences in dealing with project rollout of FootfallCam, and to leverage the brand name of
top customers
 Information density: The information displayed on the website should not be overly dense on the homepage. The website
must aim to land more than the unique visitor click, and instead must motivate the user to click deeper into the site.
 Local context: Local contact information should be displayed on the website and plainly visible for all potential
customers to contact for more information.
 Multilingual: Websites are recommended to be multilingual in regions where multiple primary languages are used.
Note:
Pricelist is recommended to be displayed on the website to filter out businesses that are unwilling to invest resources
into the solution.
FootfallCam will provide all partners with a free of charge webpage template that they will be able to use for the marketing of the
FootfallCam counter on their website. The partner website template will be given in an editable format for all partners to customise
information as they see fit. The partners are encouraged to edit the content of the website and localise the product, while still providing
the same informational content that FootfallCam provides.
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The image below highlights the standard template that will be provided by FootfallCam.

Local Contact Information
In Depth Information

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

Educating on What is People Counter?

Showcasing Experience in
Industry

Shopper Count, is the proposed reseller website template that is designed for resellers to copy and emulate onto their own website.
Shopper Count is built with WordPress, making it easy to maintain. By following the proposed standard template of FootfallCam,
partners will be able to highlight the following information in their webpage
 Case studies to showcase experience within the local region
 Life experiences to showcase expertise and localised services provided to customers
 Distinguishes itself from manufacturer
 Differentiates itself from its competitors as to why Shopper Count is superior
 Provides information to team members and the role they play within the organisation
 Offers insight into who are the main users of people counters and how do they use people counters
 Offer a section on the latest news and upcoming development to the product by the manufacturer to keep customers
engaged to the product
 Focused product offering by delivering only one product
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Step 3 Maintaining the website
Once the website has been built, the partner must maintain the website and ensure that it is updated with the latest information at all
times. Having an updated website will improve the visibility and the commitment of the partner, when displayed to the public, this will in
turn build trust from the reseller to the customer. There are three main sources of information that partners will be able to access to
retrieve the latest information regarding developmental news for FootfallCam.
Social Media

FootfallCam Website

FootfallCam Partner Portal

Newsletters and blogs that
resellers will be able to access
to learn about the latest
development for FootfallCam.

The download page of the
FootfallCam website is
updated periodically with new
information.

The exclusive partner portal is
updated periodically when
new marketing materials is
released by FootfallCam.

The partner should aim to complete the following checklist on a monthly basis:
 Refresh the contents available on the website
 Ensure that all external links are working properly
 Ensure that the contact form is working properly
 Check for broken images and icons that are displayed on the website
 Test the display of the webpage in different and recent browsers for both mobile and desktop
Note:
Website contents should be in HTML format for the purpose of manipulating search engine rankings.

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

Once the partner has ensured that the content of their webpage is up to date with the latest information from FootfallCam developers,
the partner is recommended to start up their own social media pages. The information shared throughout the social media
channels should be synchronised. The table below highlights what should be shared throughout each of the social media
channels, and how to increase the number of followers for those channels.
Facebook

Twitter

Partner should upload all posts that are relevant to the
marketing of FootfallCam on their page.

Partner should follow the businesses that are following their
competitors. Information to be shared on this page include
recently written case studies, and marketing materials.

LinkedIn

YouTube

Partner should create a Company page and begin
sharing the company page with everyone in their
connections. Information such as blogs may be shared on
this media.

Partners should regularly upload videos that showcase the
new functions such as features and counting algorithms of
FootfallCam.

Note:
The link to each of the partner’s social media page should be accessible on the homepage of the partner’s website.
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Milestone A.2: Search Engine Optimisations
The most common method users use to find information on the vast internet is through a search engine. Regardless of how well done a
website is, the visibility to the website is crucial to ensure that the correct target audience is exposed to the website. Partners are
recommended to optimise the search engine key words and aim to display on the first page of search engines organically. When
optimising a webpage for a search engine, a partner will need to optimise three different field:
 Keywords
 Title tag
 Description tag
Title Tag

Description Tag

Aim: For the website to be displayed in the front page with most major search engines

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

Step 1 Determining whether your site is indexed

Partners must first determine whether their website is capable of pulling a search result in search engine. To determine whether a
website is indexed through a search engine, the partner must do the following after accessing the search engine search page. In the
search box, type the following and evaluate whether the page that appeared is your webpage.
cache: http://shoppercount.com.my/
Note:
Replace the domain in red with your registered domain homepage.

What if the webpage is not indexed?
If the webpage is not indexed, it usually means that the search engine failed to reach the context that appeared on the webpage and will
fail to appear in search engine result. If the above do occur, the user will need to ensure that the following precaution are taken when
designing their website:

Action

Description

Eliminate macromedia
flash
Replace images with
real text

Search engine are incapable of reading texts within animation videos during introductory pages. The
introductory page does not serve any purpose and is an irritation to visitors.
Search engine are incapable of reading texts within images and will fail to index the page if it appears as a
lightweight webpage.
Search engine examines the keywords inputted in the webpage and determine its importance via size and
positions.

Use relevant keywords
Note:

Webpage contents should not be dynamic as it makes it difficult for search engines to read the webpage.
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Step 2 Picking your keywords
Visitors that are trying to find a particular webpage will type in a word, or several words and clicking the search button. The search
engine then looks within its index for the words. The search engine will be looking for the words in the following hierarchy of order:
 Pages that contain the exact phrase searched
 Pages that do not have the exact phrase, but do have words of the phrase within close proximity
 Pages that have the words of the phrase within the webpage, though not necessarily near each other
 Pages with word stems, words that are related or synonymous to the words searched within the page
 Pages that have links pointing to them in which the link text contain the phrase searched
 Pages that have links pointing to them in which the link text contain words of the phrase searched though not
necessarily near each other
FootfallCam will provide all partners with a list of keywords they will be able to utilise for higher organic search ranking.
Partners are free to deviate from the list provided and adjust selection based on their headings of important text.

Categories

Sample keywords

Homepage

People counter, people counting solution, 3d people counter, counting customer, conversion
counter, visitor count, retail counting, footfall counting, footfall counter, customer counter, footfall
3d people counter, video people counting, accurate people counting, stereoscopic people
counter, stereo vision counter, wi-fi counting, visitor analysis, customer analysis, retail traffic
People counting software, analytic manager, customer counter report, conversion report,
marketing effectiveness, visitor count report, health check, analytic centre, footfall counter
Hardware, software, people counter, pricing, people counting solution, counting people, retail
price, sales counter, sales conversion, specifications, installation support, warranty
Counting visitors, shopping mall, museums, libraries, casinos, people counter, counting people,
traffic counter, traffic flow counter, heat map counter, zone counter, retail chain counting

Hardware
Software
Pricing
Industries

The keywords provided above are subject to change and is not a complete list of the recommended keywords a partner
should be using for their website due to the subjective approach each individuals’ website will differ from one another.

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

Note:

Search engines treat singular and plurals keywords differently. Both forms are recommended to be added to the list of
keywords for a wider search result.

Step 3 Assigning the title tag
The title tags tell the browser what text to display in the title bar, and what heading text to display in the search engine result. The title tag
is also used by search bots to determine what the page is about. The title tag chosen for a webpage should be in relevance to the
product. An example of the title tag is as follow:

Categories

Sample title tag

Homepage
Hardware
Software
Industries

People Counter | Customer Counter | Conversion Counter | People Counting
People Counter | Hardware
People Counter | Technologies | Software
People Counter | Shopping Malls | Museums

Note:

The title tag will be displayed on the browser as the page name.

Step 4 Description tag
The description that will be used to display on search engines will be categorised individually for each page. An example of a description
tag that may be inputted during the website building process is as follow:

Sample description
<meta name="description" content="FootfallCam is the global leader for people counter in developing and manufacturing innovative
people counting technology. FootfallCam is able to ensure the accuracy of the people counter through advanced people counting
algorithm.">
Note:
Description tag must include keywords heavily emphasised in the webpage and in the title tag, and keywords.
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Milestone A.3: Google AdWords
Once the website has been successfully created is established as a highly ranked people counter website through organic ranking in
search engines, the partner will be required to create a Google AdWords campaign for the website for more visibility and exposure.
When partners are optimising the Google AdWords campaign, a partner will need to optimise for five parameters:
 Targeting segment
 Budget allocation
 Negative keywords
 Keywords prioritisation
Title Tag
Description Tag

Aim: For advertisements to be displayed on the front page while limiting budget usage
Step 1 Determine customer demand
Partners will need to determine the demand of the customers. Partners will need to research to determine the different search terms
that customers are using when searching for the product or service through Google Search Engine to effectively know the keywords
that should implement and set for the website. Before the Google AdWords campaign is created, the partner will need to verify that
there is search volume for the product offered. To create a suitable AdWords campaign, partners are encouraged to plan the keywords
they will use through the following webpage.

Contact Us for
Detailed Information
Description

https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal

Partners should ensure that the following parameters are set through the advanced settings option.

Parameters
Location

The location targeted should only include the region the partner is based in, as they will be able to provide
localised support services whilst eliminating competition with other partners of FootfallCam

Language

The campaign should display languages in the local language of the country the partner is based in

Negative keywords

Partners should exclude irrelevant keywords that may result in false impressions and click through such as:
traffic people counter, world people counter, beam people counter, outdoor people counter, and vehicle
counting

Note:
FootfallCam will provide all partners with a list of keywords and negative keywords for their AdWords campaign.

Step 2 Targeting segment
Once the partner has researched on the different keywords that are widely searched by prospective customers, the partner will need to
research the type of potential customers that are within their region. Partners will be required to determine the density of both shopping
malls and retail chains within their localised region.
The table below highlights an example of a how partners are advised to segment their market.

Ad group

Industry

Location

Large Shopping Mall

Shopping Mall

Cities with large shopping malls

Small Shopping Mall

Shopping Mall

Cities with small shopping malls

Large Retail Chain

Retail Chain

Cities with large retail chains

Individual Retail Chain

Retail Stores

Cities with small retail stores

Note:
FootfallCam will provide partners with a list of shopping malls the partners should target.
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Step 3 Budget allocation
Partners will need to determine a monthly budget to allocate into their AdWords campaign. The budget should not be overly estimated
to prevent a loss in the return of investment, yet the budget cannot be too low to prevent issues when the advertisement will stop
showing on later dates of the same month. The partner will be able to complete their Google AdWords budget allocation in four steps.
Identify bid of
competitors

Identify search
volume

Determine the
maximum bid
competitors

Justify cost of bids
against search
volumes

Allocate budget
Allocate monthly
budget and daily
budget

Adjust display
schedule
Adjust schedule to
display
advertisement

The table below highlights an example of a campaign budgeting used by FootfallCam.

Search term

Max CPC

Impression

Click

People Counter
Footfall Counting
Footfall Counter
People Counter Device
Conversion Counter

£2.00
£1.70
£1.50
£1.00
£1.00

4,000
2,600
1,000
800
300

800
470
300
110
20

Note:
The display of advertisement should be limited on weekends as most businesses are closed for business.

Step 4 Picking your keywords

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

Partners are highly recommended to use the list of keywords that will be provided by FootfallCam for AdWords targeting. The partners
will be given a list of keywords that are provided by FootfallCam to all promising partners in order to grow as an authorised reseller of
FootfallCam. The table below highlights keywords recommended for use by FootfallCam.

Sample keywords
People counters in country
Counting people in country
People counter country code
Footfall counting in country code
People counting sensor in country
3D people counter in country
People counter solution in country

Note:
FootfallCam will provide all partners with keywords according to their region.

Step 5 Filtering negative keywords
Negative keywords provide partners with the opportunity to exclude specific search terms from their campaign and allow the partner to
focus on only keywords that are relevant to the customers. By better targeting advertisements, partners will be able to put ads in front of
interested customers and increase return on investment. The table below highlights a list of negative keywords to exclude in three
different formats.

Broad match

Phrase match

Exact match

Battery people counter

Car people counter

Battery operated people counters

Vehicle counting

People counter for vehicle

Wireless people counter

Car counting

Car park counter

Counting cars in car park

World people counter
Note:
FootfallCam will provide all partners with an in-depth list of negative keywords specified for their localised region.
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Milestone A.4: Translation of Materials
Once a partner has successfully set up their website and created their AdWords campaign for visibility and exposure, partners will be
required to translate all relevant marketing materials and supporting documents to their local language to entice the local market.

Aim: For all marketing materials to be translated in the localised language of the partner
The table below highlights the list of materials recommended for partners to translate for the marketing of FootfallCam.

Aim: For all marketing
materials to be translated in the localised language of the partner
Category
Document
Description
Case Study

Bonmarché Case Study

Case Study

Chandler Library Case Study

Case Study

L’Occitane Case Study

Case Study

Watsons Case Study

Case Study

MAPS Case Study

Case Study

Shopping Mall Case Study

Forms
Forms

Counter Checking Form
Verification Request Form

Forms

Re-verification Request Form

Guide

API Documentation

Guide

Analytics Manager User Guide

Info Pack

FootfallCam Brochure

Info Pack

FootfallCam Product Information

Spec Sheet

FootfallCam 3D Plus Datasheet

Spec Sheet

FootfallCam Drop Pole Datasheet

Spec Sheet

FootfallCam Midspan Datasheet

Spec Sheet

FootfallCam PoE Datasheet

Spec Sheet

FootfallCam Wall Bracket Datasheet

Whitepapers

Competitive Analysis

Whitepapers

Data Metrics

Whitepaper

Why is Accuracy Important?

Showcases medium sized retail clothing chain on usage of people
counter and how they rollout the units in to nearly 300 stores
Showcase a library chain in the United States on how they use
people counters
Showcase medium sized cosmetic retail chain throughout United
Kingdom, Australia, and Ireland on how they use FootfallCam and
how FootfallCam project managed the rollout
Showcase large sized pharmaceutical retail chain with over 10,000
counters installed in their usage and project rollout
Showcase theme park on how they use FootfallCam
Showcase a small shopping mall on how project rollout and the
counter is used
Form given to end users for self-diagnosis on offline counters
Form given to end users that request verification
Forms given to end users that request re-verification on their
counters
Documentations listing API scripts calling for import and export
purposes
User guide for end users for general usage of FootfallCam
Brochure for resellers to use for their marketing and dissemination
to prospective clients
Product Info Pack for resellers to use for their marketing and to
present to prospective clients
Specification paper for resellers to translate to show to prospective
client
Specification paper for resellers to translate to show to prospective
client
Specification paper for resellers to translate to show to prospective
client
Specification paper for resellers to translate to show to prospective
client
Specification paper for resellers to translate to show to prospective
client
Competitive analysis of FootfallCam versus major players in the
people counting market
Data metrics used by FootfallCam to calculate general key
performance indicator and how do the metrics work
The importance of having an accurate people counter with
evidence to restore the users’ trust in the system

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

FootfallCam will be providing all partners with additional documents that are meant for internal usage to our partners. The partners will
not be required to translate the materials that is written within the internal documents as they are meant for internal references on how to
market position their company, and how to advertise the product successfully.
Note:
Partners are not limited to freely create new documentations with minimal deviation from the provided material by
FootfallCam so long as the information contained does not contradict the services and features of FootfallCam.
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Module B: Sales Training
The partner will be able to achieve the following at the end of this chapter:





Capable of building a list of prospects for outbound marketing
Devised an e-mail template emulating the one provided by FootfallCam for outbound marketing
Knowledgeable in product information for providing sales presentation to prospective customers
Have a clear view on their conversions and performance of outbound marketing into leads

Milestone B.1: Prospect List Building
Partners are recommended to expand their reach for the marketing of FootfallCam. Prospect list building is a crucial part of the
outbound sales process and the first step begins with defining the ideal customer profile. For FootfallCam people counter, with the
scope of service and feature it provides, partners of FootfallCam should be targeting both shopping malls and retail chains within their
region.

Aim: To build a sizable list of prospects for outbound marketing

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

Step 1 Defining customer profile

The very first step for prospect list building is determining which market the partner should target. The list should be concise and have a
clear focus on what needs to be done. Partners should refrain from being overly ambitious as it will lead to confusion on the different
milestones to achieve and result in inefficient mailing lists building. The partner should focus on either shopping mall to target in their
local region, or to focus on retail chain within their region.
Note:
Depending on which industry the partner is attempting to target, the partner will be given a different e-mail template and
product knowledge.
Once the partner has determined which list to build, the partner will be provided with an empty list template in the following format:

The key information needed on each of the partner’s table is the follow:

Name of
Company

Country

Phone
Number

Name

E-Mail

Position

Status
Sent 1st E-Mail
Wrong E-Mail
Receive Reply

Note:
FootfallCam will provide the empty template list to all users.
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Step 2 Building the list
Once the user has a defined target on who to approach for their outbound marketing list, the partner will be required to begin building
their marketing list. Once you have searched for a list of high value business of the industry you are targeting, follow the steps below to
build an outbound marketing list.

i.

Search for the webpage of the company and navigate to the
Contact Us page

Contact Us for
Detailed Information
ii.

Using exact search listing on any search engine, search for
the exact domain name by adding quotation marks to the
domain.
For example: “@footfallcam.com”
“@shoppercount.com.my”

iii.

Once you have a personal e-mail address of a personnel
within the company, visit the LinkedIn page of the company
and search through the list of employees. With the list of
employees in the company, use pattern matching to
determine the personal e-mail address of high end decision
makers.

Note:
It is recommended for the user to build at least 4 e-mail addresses per company.
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Milestone B.2: Outbound E-Mails
Partners that have built a list of prospects will be able to move on to the next step of engaging the customers. Once a partner has a
sizable list of prospects, FootfallCam will provide the e-mail templates that will be used for the outbound e-mail sending. However, the
partner will be expected to edit the content within the e-mail to fit their cultural expectations.

Aim: To establish Outbound E-Mail process from FootfallCam in your own business
Step 1 Translate templates
Partners will be provided with a different e-mail templates that will be used in dealing with different types of prospects. A sample of the email template may be found below.

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

Once the user has access to the e-mail templates that is provided by FootfallCam, the user will be recommended to
translate the content inside and edit the content for cultural appropriation. Some characteristics of an example of outbound
e-mails is as follow:

Characteristics of outbound e-mails
Key Point
Language

The unique selling proposition and value that you as a reseller for people counter have to offer
for the customer must be defined clearly
The e-mail template should be fully translated to the language of operation in the local region
that the partner is currently operating in

Note:
The outbound email sent will differ based on the industry and type of company the recipient is.

Step 2 Attach document
Partners that have translated their e-mail templates are ready to send out the templates. Partners are encouraged to send out these
mails individually as opposed to using a bulk e-mail service. Partners are expected to attach a translated document of FootfallCam in
the outbound e-mail to educate and showcase their product to the recipient.

Examples of documents to include
Documents

Recipient

Datasheet

Integrators, Sub-contractors, Installers, Referrals

Case Studies (Of relevance to recipient’s business)

Retail chain, Shopping mall

Guides (API Documents, KPI Documents)

System integrators

Note:
To avoid the e-mail being flagged as spam, the partner should attach only (1) document.
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Milestone B.3: Presentation Training
Once the partner has handled the marketing aspect of selling FootfallCam, the partner will have to be knowledgeable in the solution that
FootfallCam provides and have to understand the functions and benefits that is provided by the counter. The partner must be
knowledgeable in how to sell the product, in the types of benefits that will appeal to their customers.

Aim: To be able to understand customers wants and needs in people counting solution
Step 1 Customer profiling
Prior to a partner conducting a sales presentation to their customers, the partner must be able to understand the need that the client is
trying to fulfil. Once the partner has a clear grasp of the goal that the client is trying to achieve, the partner will be able to emphasise a
specific solution that will be able to fit the need of the client. An example of the typical needs of clients is as follow:

Typical Needs of Clients
Client Type

Needs

Retail chain
People counting solution for their entire retail chain
Individual stores
People counting system for their individual store
Contactors
Installing people counting system for their clients
Reseller (Integrators)
Product bundling FootfallCam with the solution that they provide to their existing clienteles
Reseller (One off)
Sourcing people counter solution for a one-off project to their client
Once the partner has identified the client’s need for people counting, the partner must analyse the commitment the client is willing to put
into the people counting solution, and the general knowledge the client has about people counting solution. Once the partner has
identified the need of people counting solution for the client, the partner is recommended to conduct a meeting with the client to further
enhance their knowledge on people counter and how it can solve the issue that the client have.

Contact Us for
Detailed Information

Step 2 Preparing the documents
Prior to the meeting, the partner will be required to prepare source materials that will be use to aid their presentation with their client.
Based on the information the partner has acquired about the client, the partner may choose to showcase some of all of the following
points about FootfallCam:

Types of Presentations to showcase
Situations

Points to showcase

Client has installed other people
counters in their stores
Client is a contractor that only focus
on the installation of people counters
Client is an integrator that bundle the
product with their own to form a
solution
Client is going to resell the counter to
an upcoming shopping mall project

Showcase the unique selling points of people counters, and the history of
people counters
Showcase the one-cable installation requirement of FootfallCam
Showcase the import and export centre features of FootfallCam Analytic
Manager in integrating with the client’s ePoS and also BI
Showcase the zone analytic and traffic flow diagram that FootfallCam can
provide

Note:
Depending on the type of client that the partner will be presenting to, the partner may be required to combine multiple
presentation templates from FootfallCam.
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Step 3 Documentations provided by FootfallCam
Although all presentations that partners will give to clients will be subjective and differs from each client. The partner must have general
knowledge on how to present FootfallCam solution to the clients. All partners should know the purpose of each document. The table
below highlights the documentations that FootfallCam will offer to the partner and their use.

Category

Document

Pre-Sales

Unique selling propositions

Pre-Sales

History of people counters

Pre-Sales

Term sheet

Pre-Sales

Business user’s propositions

Pre-Sales

Product information

Pre-Sales

Product catalogue

Pre-Sales

Case Studies

Pre-Sales

Shopping mall planning guide

Pre-Sales

Brochure

After Sales

API documentation

After Sales

User guide

After Sales

Integration guide

After Sales

Installation training guide

F100324-09

Purpose
Use to present to clients on a first meeting basis and a first
enquiry basis.
Use to present to clients that have general knowledge
on the function of people counter and how they
operate. This will mostly be used to showcase our
superior technology.
Used after a meeting with customer to determine the
number of counters they require and to compromise
on a sizable solution for them.
Use to appeal to a business user that is mostly
concern about how they will be able to use the data
that is generated by the FootfallCam.
Extensive information on the function of FootfallCam
and how it should be used
Extensive information on the entirety of the solution
provided by FootfallCam
Short story regarding how various customers from
different industry and how the different industries
have used the data provided by FootfallCam. This
also notes how FootfallCam have supported the
customer in their rollout of the project.
Planning guide meant to be used by shopping malls
to allow them to easily determine where to place the
counter and how many counters will be required
before a proposal is submitted to shopping malls.
General brochure that includes entry level information
regarding FootfallCam.
In depth documentation that states specific API
calling scripts for users to utilise when they want to
use the import and export centre function in the
FootfallCam Analytic Manager
All purpose user guide that encompasses all areas of
FootfallCam that is openly configurable for the user.
Short PowerPoint presentation guide that introduces
integrators to the import and export function of the
FootfallCam Analytic Manager.
Short PowerPoint presentation guide that introduces
installers to how to properly install FootfallCam for
their clients as well as the standardised process of
installation with remote support from FootfallCam.

Contact Us for
Detailed Information
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Step 4 Pushing the client for next action
Once the client has been presented to on the unique selling propositions of FootfallCam, it is crucial that the client have an actionable
next step to push the client for further action. The next step from the partner may refer to different actions that are required to push for a
sale or to clarify the concerns of the client.

Sample next actions
Action

When to

Push for onsite meeting

Push for quote

After a telecon meeting with the customer. This will mostly be use for customers that are
still unconvinced in the solution that FootfallCam is able to provide to them. The main
point of this type of meeting is to showcase the FootfallCam Analytic Manager to the client
Push for the client to purchase one unit to test out the functionalities. This will mostly be
use for customers that are entirely convinced of the solution and have a readied plan for
the people counter

Note:
If the partner is unable to gauge the readiness of the client, the partner may offer the client for a quotation or another
telecon call.
Once the client has purchased a unit, the partner will be required to perform after sales support services to the client. This will refer to
performing services such as but no limited to: installation, integration, health check, IT maintenance, and setup of counters. The
descriptive guide into performing these services will be covered in Milestone C.

Step 5

Contact Us for
Salvaging leadsDetailed Information

Once the client has already been presented to the FootfallCam device and showcased the FootfallCam Analytic Manager while the
client is still disinterest, it is important for the partner to discover which part of the sales process failed and when the client failed to
convert into a sale. To do so, partners will be required to send regular catch up e-mails and newsletters to all existing clienteles to try to
re-engage with their existing client base. A sample of a catch-up email template that will be provided for partners is as follow:

FootfallCam will provide the partner with a variety of templates that will fit to each of the different categories of clientele the partner has
approached. Each e-mail template will require the partner to translate the e-mail templates into their respective language in their country
of operation.
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Milestone B.4: Performance Evaluation
Once the partner has performed the above in marketing and selling FootfallCam successfully, the partner will require accurate
evaluation method to indicate how well their sales, project delivery rate, lead responses, outbound e-mail evaluations perform. The
partner will be required to monitor the effectiveness of their marketing tactic and provide feedback to FootfallCam to improve.

Aim: To be able to evaluate the performance of sales and marketing effort
Step 1 Reviewing the performance
FootfallCam will provide an integration method for all partners to integrate their sales data with their marketing effort. The integration for
data will be based on the spreadsheet that the partner will use in determining which stage of the buying process the client is currently in,
and also which reply was received by the client when the partner had send out outbound e-mails. An example of the graphs that can be
pulled from the efforts of the client is as follow:

Performance
Contact
Us for
Detailed Information
20%

Won
49%

Lost
31%

Ongoing

Note:
The sales conversion graph will be provided and integrated for all partners that have undertook the training modules
with FootfallCam.
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